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Abstract. In this paper, a new hybrid simulated annealing algorithm for constrained global optimization is proposed. We have developed a stochastic algorithm called ASAPSPSA that uses
Adaptive Simulated Annealing algorithm (ASA). ASA is a series of modifications to the basic
simulated annealing algorithm (SA) that gives the region containing the global solution of an objective function. In addition, Simultaneous Perturbation Stochastic Approximation (SPSA) method,
for solving unconstrained optimization problems, is used to refine the solution. We also propose
Penalty SPSA (PSPSA) for solving constrained optimization problems. The constraints are handled using exterior point penalty functions. The combination of both techniques ASA and PSPSA
provides a powerful hybrid optimization method. The proposed method has a good balance between exploration and exploitation with very fast computation speed, its performance as a viable
large scale optimization method is demonstrated by testing it on a number of benchmark functions
with 2 - 500 dimensions. In addition, applicability of the algorithm on structural design was tested
and successful results were obtained.
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1. Introduction
In the present paper we focus on the improvement of the efficiency of structural optimization.
In typical structural optimization problems there may be many locally minimum configurations.
For that reason, the application of a global method remains essential. Global optimization should
take part in structural problems. Structural engineering and mathematical programming techniques
should, both of them, collaborate in some way to develop a powerful and sophisticated programming system for structural optimization. The present paper focuses on the enhancement of simulated annealing algorithm by proposing the new hybrid method ASAPSPSA. The proposed method
was designed in order to find the absolute minimum of an objective function without being sensitive
to the starting point. It is capable of handling problems subject to any number of design variables
or equality/inequality constraints, the solution is reached so that a reasonable compromise is made
between the global solution and a shorter computational time. Numerical results demonstrate the
applicability, accuracy and efficiency of the suggested method for structural optimization.

2.

The proposed method

SA has been developed rapidly since the past 20 years as an effective and simple optimization
technique. The superiority of SA lies in its good robustness and convenience to realize global
optimization. The basic simulated annealing algorithm used in this paper is a simulated annealing based on the work of Van Laarhoven and Aarts [9], the algorithm is well described by Sitarz
[6]. Although, simulated annealing is a global optimization method, it suffers from some disadvantages such as insufficient accuracy or slow convergence to the global minimum. In order to
overcome these shortcomings we propose two modifications viz, (a) a new stopping rule and (b)
an application of a local search method SPSA based on the work of J. Spall ([7], [8]). Since SPSA
is an unconstrained optimization method, we have applied the exterior penalty method for further
details see [5] to penalize constraints. We call it Penalty Simultaneous Perturbation Stochastic
Approximation (PSPSA) method. The hybridization of these two methods allows us to design the
new method ASAPSPSA for constrained optimization problems. The ASAPSPSA algorithm is as
follows:
Algorithm 1. ASAPSPSA Algorithm
Step 1: Initialization and coefficient selection.
Initialize the starting point at random and the initial temperature T.
Step 2: Search the region containing the global solution.
Use ASA to reach the region containing the global solution according to the stopping role.
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Step 3: search the global solution.
Keep the solution founded by ASA and restart the search with PSPSA method.
Step 4: Iteration or termination.
Terminate the algorithm if there is little change in several successive iterations or the maximum
number of iterations has been reached.

3. Numerical results
3.1. Benchmark test functions
Several benchmark functions, see Appendix, have been performed. Basic information about the
benchmark functions are reported in Table 1, global optimization methods used for performance
analysis are provided by Table 2 and computational results are summarized in Table 3 for each
function.
Function (Name)

Search space

DJ (De Jong)
CA (Camel)
SHU (Shubert)

[−100, 100]d
[−10, 10]d
[−10, 10]d

Number
of local
minima
1
6
760

The global optimum

fmin

reference

(0,0,.....,0)
0
[10]
(±0.089842, ∓0.712656) -1.031628
[10], [4]
d
d.3 (-1.42513,-0.80032) -186.730909 [4]

Table 1: Basic information about 3 Benchmark functions, d is the dimension of the test functions
Method
eP SO
NF F
GLPτ S
GRSA
ODE
ASAP SP SA

Name
extrapolation Particle Swarm Optimization
New Filled Function
Genetic algorithms Low-discrepancy sequences of
Points and Simplex search
Gradient Simulated Annealing
Orthogonal based Differential Evolution
Adaptive Simulated Annealing Penalty SPSA

Reference
[1]
[11]
[2]
[12]
[3]
This paper

Table 2: Global optimization methods used for performance analysis
The performance of the proposed new algorithm is examined in literature [2, 4, 10] on 3 benchmark functions. Table 3 summarizes the performance of the proposed method and compares the
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d
30
100
150
500
2
2

ASAP SP SA
2.6686e−61
5.6808e−59
8.5623e−59
1.8059e−56
-186.730908831023
-1.03162841

Other methods
ODE: 2.06e−23
GLPτ S: 5e−03
GLPτ S: 3.8e−03
GRSA: 0.98
N F F : -186.730908830971
eP SO: -1.031604

Table 3: Performance of ASAP SP SA on 3 test functions, d is the dimension of the test functions.
results found with other methods. To evaluate the efficiency of the new method, a high dimensional
function used in papers [2, 10] is selected to test ASAP SP SA and comparison with the methods
ODE, GLPτ S and GRSA [2, 3, 12] is carried out. As shown in Table 3, the ASAP SP SA can
converge fairly close to the global optimum. When compared with other methods ASAP SP SA
demonstrate its accuracy in achieving the global solution efficiently.

3.2. Structural optimization
The structural problem considered in this work deals with a hexagonal steel plate, using thickness
T1 and fillet radius FILL as the optimization parameters ( see Figure 2). This problem uses a 2 − D
model and takes advantage of symmetry. The loading is tensile pressure (traction) of 50 MPa at
the three flat faces. The purpose of this optimization problem is to minimize the volume V of the
triangular plate without exceeding the allowable stress σvon . The maximum stress anywhere in the
triangular plate should not exceed 150 MPa.
V olume
σvon
T1
FIL

Initial point ASAPSPSA
22967.2
17952
56.727
149.8627
30
20.0001
10
7.3160
Table 4: Numerical results

The experimental results show that the present method has proved the robustness and high
performance of its algorithm. Calculations show that ASAPSPSA achieves the optimal solution
(see Table 4). The optimal volume reduction is 24.29 % from initial shape (see Fig 2 and 3), witch
leads to economic structure.
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Figure 1: Triplate

Figure 2: Triplate with initial Figure 3: Optimal triplate using
point
ASAPSPSA method

4. Conclusion
In this paper a new global hybrid method ASAPSPSA for constrained optimization problems has
been proposed. The new algorithm can be widely applied to a class of global optimization problems
for continuous functions. The experimental results show that the present method has proved the
robustness and high performance of its algorithm. We can clearly see from the numerical results
that the algorithm can yield the global optimum with high accuracy.
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Appendix
DJ =

n
X

x2i

i=1
n X
5
Y

SHU =
CA =

jcos[(j + 1)xi + j]

i=1 j=1
4x21 − 2.1x41

+ 13 x61 + x1 x2 − 4x22 + 4x42
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